Introduction
of the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) recommend using adjuvant chemotherapy to prevent postoperative tumor recurrence. However, these traditional markers may sometimes be incapable of accurate prediction of the prognosis. Therefore, it is of great significance to find easily available and reliable prognostic factors for distinguishing high-risk cases and providing the optimum chemotherapeutic strategy, aiming to further enhance the therapeutic effects.
Several retrospective studies have revealed that adjuvant chemotherapy caused severer systemic inflammatory reaction and weaker adaptive immune response, bringing about an imbalance between inflammation and malignant tumor to stimulate cancer progression and recurrence. 7, 8 Predictive peripheral blood factors of inflammatory response include counts of neutrophils, white blood cells, monocytes, lymphocytes and platelets, together with expressions of acute-phase proteins. Moreover, platelet-tolymphocyte ratio (PLR) and neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio (NLR) are well-known biomarkers closely associated with the survival of patients with biliary tract cancer, gastric cancer, ovarian cancer and CRC. [9] [10] [11] [12] Nevertheless, the roles of the two inflammatory indices remain controversial. 13, 14 To verify the predictive values of these biomarkers, we proposed a novel prognostic scoring system (coNLR-PLR) that combined NLR with PLR to evaluate the prognosis of CRC patients more accurately. We then employed this system to explore the potential role in augmenting the predictive capacity for the prognosis of chemotherapy.
Materials and methods
The study has been approved by the ethics committee of No. 3 Hangzhou People's Hospital, and was performed in compliance with the standards of the Declaration of Helsinki. Before the study started, written informed consent has been obtained from all patients.
Selection of patients
A total of 480 patients with primary CRC, who received postoperative FOLFOX-based chemotherapy in Department of Colorectal Surgery, No. 3 Hangzhou People's Hospital from January 2007 to January 2013, were enrolled and retrospectively analyzed. Inclusion criteria: (1) Patients who received surgical resection for CRC and were pathologically defined as TNM stage III/IV; (2) without hematological diseases, infections, renal dysfunction or hyperpyrexia; (3) without using drugs including NSAIDs; (4) without inflammation-related diseases or vascular disorders; (4) 
Clinical, pathological and laboratory data
To determine the predictive value, we collected the clinical, pathological and laboratory data of patients before receiving the 1st, 4th, 8th and 12th cycles of adjuvant chemotherapy. The clinical and pathological characteristics, such as gender, age, body mass index (BMI), as well as tumor site, differentiation, TNM stage and histological type, were collected from the medical records. Laboratory measurements were performed on the day before chemotherapy, which included counts of neutrophils, white blood cells, lymphocytes and platelets, as well as expressions of some biochemical factors such as serum carbohydrate antigen 199 (CA199), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and C-reactive protein (CRP). Furthermore, the ratio of absolute count of neutrophils to that of lymphocytes was defined as NLR, and the ratio of absolute count of platelets to that of lymphocytes was defined as PLR.
NLR and PLR scoring method
Based on the optimum cut-off value obtained from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve, the score of NLR was 1 or 0 when patient had a high or low NLR during each chemotherapy. Likewise, the score of PLR was 1 or 0 in the case of a high or low PLR. During the same period of chemotherapy, coNLR-PLR, ie, the combined score, was assigned a score of 1 when patient had a high NLR or PLR and a score of 0 when both values were low. Also, the score was 2 in the case of two high values. Therefore, the scores throughout the four periods of chemotherapy ranged from 0 to 8 scores. The coNLR-PLR scores during one period were defined as the sum of NLR and PLR scores.
Follow-up data of survival prognosis
Patients were regularly followed up through telephone calls and letters every 3-6 months until deadline or death. Colonoscopy and computed tomography were conducted at appointments during follow-up. Death was informed by outpatient medical records, social security death index of patient or notification from the family members. The time from the first day of palliative chemotherapy to recurrence or disease progression was defined as RFS, and the time from the first day of palliative chemotherapy to the last follow-up or death because of any reason was defined as OS. Follow-up was ended after January 1, 2018.
Statistical analysis
The best cut-off values for PLR and NLR as predictive markers for OS were determined by ROC analysis with the You-den Index. The association between PLR and NLR was analyzed by linear regression. The associations between coNLR-PLR score and pathological and clinical characteristics were assessed by the Fisher's exact probability test or Chi-square test. To study prognosis, the Kaplan-Meier method was employed to calculate PFS and OS, with the differences compared by the log-rank test. Univariate and multivariate analyses were carried out by using the Cox proportional hazards model with 95% confidence interval to evaluate the effect of the abovementioned characteristics and some significant prognostic factors (eg, PLR and NLR). P≤0.05 was considered statistically significant. All analyses were conducted using SPSS 11.5 for Windows. 
Results

Patient characteristics and outcomes
Analysis of coNLR-PLR scoring system
Based on ROC curves, the optimum cut-off values of PLR and NLR for OS divided into four periods of chemotherapy were calculated ( Figure 1 Then, linear regression analysis was performed to study whether there was significant correlation between NLR and PLR in each period (P<0.001) ( Figure 2 ). Furthermore, NLR scores were more closely associated with coNLR-PLR scores during chemotherapy ( Figure 3 ). 
Relationships of clinical characteristics with coNLR-PLR scores
Survival prognosis for each coNLR-PLR score
According to the follow-up results, 184 (38.33%) patients underwent recurrence, of whom 54 and 130 were subjected to local recurrence and distant metastasis, respectively. Additionally, 201 (44.79%) patients were dead due to tumor recurrence (169 cases), chemotherapeutic toxicity (2 cases) and unknown reasons. scores had significant associations with poor OS and RFS (P<0.05). As suggested by the log-rank test and KaplanMeier curve, the median OS was significantly shortened with increasing coNLR-PLR score (P<0.001) ( Figure 4A ).
Similarly, the median RFS also decreased as the coNLR-PLR score increased (P<0.001) ( Figure 4B ). Thus, patients can be effectively differentiated using the coNLR-NLR scoring system. Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA199, carbohydrate antigen; WBC count, white blood cell count; CRP, C-reactive protein; coNLR-PLR, combined neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio. Independent prognostic value of elevated coNLR-PLR score for poor survival
Univariate and multivariate analyses were carried out for various parameters to identify independent factors for survival prognosis (Tables 4 and 5 Abbreviations: OS, overall survival; RFS, recurrence-free survival; NLR, neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio; PLR, platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio. 
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PLR Figure 2 Linear regression of NLR and PLR during the four periods of adjuvant chemotherapy. (A) During the 1st period, the linear correlation coefficient of NLR and PLR was 0.672 and P-value was less than 0.001. (B) During the 4th period, the linear correlation coefficient of NLR and PLR was 0.622 and P-value was less than 0.001. (C) During the 12th period, the linear correlation coefficient of NLR and PLR was 0.781 and P-value was less than 0.001. Abbreviations: RFS, recurrence-free survival; OS, overall survival; BMI, body mass index; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA199, carbohydrate antigen; WBC, white blood cells; CRP, C-reactive protein; coNLR-PLR, combined neutrophil-to-lymphocyte ratio and platelet-to-lymphocyte ratio. High cancer stage, severe invasion, lymph node metastasis and increased coNLR-PLR score had significant associations with poor prognosis of RFS and OS (P<0.05).
Discussion
Because of persistent response to chronic inflammation, some predictive biomarkers can dynamically indicate the survival prognosis of patients receiving adjuvant chemotherapy. 15 Cell factors in the peripheral blood, such as NLR and PLR, typically reflect the inflammatory status. 16, 17 In this study, we proposed a novel index combining NLR with PLR, which could accurately predict the survival prognosis of CRC patients receiving FOLFOX-based chemotherapy.
Researchers have endeavored to unravel the mechanisms for the inflammatory responses of malignant tumors for decades. 18 The growth of tumor cells promotes the necrosis, hypoxia and injury of local tissues, thereby disturbing the homeostasis and activating immune responses. As a result, IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, vascular endothelial growth factor, tumor necrosis factor and some other pro-inflammatory cytokines are secreted by tumor cells and/or inflammatory cells related with tumors. These cytokines thereafter result in tumor growth, angiogenesis, metastasis and invasion, reverse adaptive immune responses, and boost the resistance to cytotoxic substances. 19, 20 Notably, elevated PLR and NLR were accompanied by increase of platelet and neutrophil counts but decrease of lymphocyte count, indicating that inflammatory responses associated with platelets and neutrophils were enhanced and the antitumor immune responses mediated by lymphocytes were attenuated.
In the presence of inflammatory signals, neutrophils are activated quickly and migrate to inflammatory sites. 21 Because of chronic inflammation, the persistent stimulus to neutrophils aggravates oxidative stress that damages the epithelium and induces pro-mutagenic DNA lesions. 22 Besides, neutrophils may suppress lymphocyte activity upon antitumor immune responses and promote remodeling of the extracellular matrix. 23, 24 Herein, neutrophil count was significantly associated with prognosis only in univariate analysis. Baseline platelet count has been recognized as an index of chemotherapy prognosis for advanced CRC. 25 Aggregation of platelets in the circulation is able to protect tumor cells from immune surveillance and shear stress by forming platelet cloaks. 26 Moreover, chemoresistance can be triggered by platelets throughout epithelial-mesenchymal transition, direct protection, anti-apoptotic pathways mediated by PAI-1 or immunosuppression regulated by NKG2-D down-regulation. 27 We herein assessed the predictive value of platelet count in CRC patients receiving chemotherapy, which was an independent factor for RFS only in univariate analysis. Additionally, lymphocytes play an important role in antitumor immune responses. 28 By changing the tumor microenvironment, lympho-depletion probably contributes to the attenuation of intestinal tumorigenesis and antitumor immune responses. 29, 30 Furthermore, lymphopenia has also been linked to elevated circulating IL-7 level that facilitates lymphangiogenesis, tumor proliferation, and metastasis. 31 Hence, the CRC chemotherapy-related lymphopenia in this study may be partly explained. Given that these inflammatory indices are intrinsically correlated, NLR and PLR before treatment are significant factors for predicting the responses of a variety of cancers to chemotherapy. 32 continuous cycles of optimum cut-off values according to ROC curve analysis, unlike the Glasgow prognostic score with three stratifications (0, 1 and 2). 33 To the best of our knowledge, this is a rare study regarding the association between coNLR-PLR score and the prognosis of CRC patients receiving chemotherapy. This index was a significant independent prognostic factor, and a higher one suggested poorer prognosis for RFS and OS. Also, the coNLR-PLR scoring system was superior to NLR or PLR alone.
Similar to the results of literature before, factors related with cancer stage and invasion besides coNLR-PLR were also identified by univariate and multivariate analyses as significant prognostic indices. 34, 35 However, only univariate analysis showed that serum CEA and CA199 levels had associations with poor prognosis, which was contrary to a previous study. 36 This inflammatory biomarker, which is facilely detectable, simple, objective, economical and reproducible, can be tested at the beginning of chemotherapy and Figure 4 Comparison of survival prognosis in each coNLR-PLR score. (A) For overall survival, patients with higher had poorer prognosis (log-rank p<0.001). (B) For recurrent-free survival, patients with higher had poorer prognosis (log-rank p<0.001).
Abbreviations: RFS, recurrence-free survival; CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA199, carbohydrate antigen; WBC, white blood cells; CRP, C-reactive protein.
dynamically monitored throughout the treatment process. 37 As a complicated model, coNLR-PLR may provide more reliable prognostic evidence for clinicians. Regardless, this study still has limitations. First, it is a single-center retrospective study. In addition, prospective studies are in need to clarify whether the proposed index can be incorporated into the stratification systems for patients with cancers to individualize treatment regimens.
Conclusion
In summary, we proposed a coNLR-PLR scoring system, as a novel index correlated independently with survival prognosis, and verified that peripheral blood cells dominantly bridged the interaction between cancer and host during adjuvant chemotherapy. Nevertheless, these findings ought to be validated by in-depth prospective studies.
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